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What the pupils of Tilstock Primary School have enjoyed this
Lauren reports that she enjoyed forest school this week and so
did Poppy! Bumblebees have learnt about their letters and

Bumblebees
sat beautifully
in class!

numbers this week! Lauren reports that she has ten fingers!
Another fact Poppy reports is that Tilstock School is amazing!

Archie reports that he really enjoyed Maths which was
weighing and adding! Freya reports that she really enjoyed
phonics this week where they are enjoying listening to their
letters and sounds! In squirrel class Archie reports that they
are learning about the Titanic and are enjoying learning all

The children loved it
when the archer
came in in assembly!
They were very

surprised!

about it! They are learning about a Mammoth in English and
are excited to learn what's going to happen in their new
story!

Lily reported that she enjoyed playing with her friends this
week! Toren reports that he enjoyed English where Otter
class read the blurb of their story “Blue Whale” and are
exited to see what the story brings! In Maths, Otter class

have been measuring in meters and centimeters! Lily and

I thought that the
children were
excellent in church
and they asked lots
of amazing
questions to the
archer!

Toren report that Queen Elizabeth the first locked two
people in a tower for 5 weeks!

Christian reports that he has enjoyed measuring in
Maths! And Badgers have enjoyed their book which is off
to an amazing start! Christian reports that he enjoyed

I am very proud
of Christian
because he has so
much resilience!

researching the Statue of Liberty! Badgers fact is that
the State of Liberty is 93 meters tall!

Coming up
next week…..
Please donate used books to the box in Reception.

